Our mission
Konexio is a certified training provider (Datadock-certified, Grande Ecole Numérique-labeled, training number
11755797875) that provides high-quality digital training and access to a strong network of support to our
students, with the ultimate goal of placing them with corporate partners seeking digital talent.

Our impact
16+ classes launched│500 students to be trained in 2019 | 1
 2 000+ hours of training delivered

Our first partners

We work closely with partners to build a strong community. To date, we have a significant number of partners
on board, from NGOs and institutional partners to a host of private corporations.

Code Program - Digitous Training
Digitous
Objectives 
Digitous is a program inspired by the most successful code bootcamps in the United States, which focuses on
digital learning as a key step towards professional integration. For four and a half months, students undergo
an intensive full-stack training with a particular focus on soft skills, thus gaining a global skill set to their
profession. At the end of the training, Konexio guarantees a professional experience with one of its tech
partners to ensure that all trainees have the opportunity to apply immediately their skills as developers with
clients.
Konexio's training program has three key added values:
Holistic approach to skill acquisition: in our teaching, we focus on soft skills as much as technical skills,
which are equally important in order to integrate and succeed in the job market. Thanks to strong partnerships
with companies such as Salesforce, SAP, Algolia and Adecco, we organize 100 hours of workshops
exclusively dedicated to these soft skills. Amongst these include focused trainings on effective communication,
project management (agile method), networking, and cross-functional collaboration. These workshops ensure
that our students master the social norms of the professional sphere, which is a real added-value to integrate
into the Tech world.
Social cohesion and connection through community building: Konexio's motto is "empowerment and
connection through digital learning", empowerment being at the heart of our mission. We promote diversity in
our student population, who include migrants, refugees, young people from excluded backgrounds or in
professional reconversion in order to encourage exchange, solidarity, and diversity amongst our learners.
Streamlined access to the labour market: Konexio's training is based on the most successful code
bootcamps in the United States. Our curriculum and chosen modules reflect not only the market needs of
today but also anticipate trends in the tech needs of tomorrow. We ensure that our students are operational
and autodidact at the end of the training.
We work with business partners who are often looking for profiles with strong technical and relational skills
related to web development and code. This synergy allows us to be in contact with their networks of
customers who are looking for the same types of profiles.

Content of program
Content

Number of hours

HTML / CSS

100

JavaScript / Git / Débogage

100

NodeJS / ExpressJS

80

Database

30

ReactJS

100

Salesforce

20

Project

50

Non technical skills “soft skills”

100

Professional experience

420

Participants
This training is directed to people already familiar with the basics of programming and who are willing to go
further in their knowledge of code to pursue a career in the tech sector.
Pre-requisites
Candidates must master the basics of computer science and programming (because they already completed
our Digital and/or DigiStart courses, or passed a test validating their prior level). Training is opened to:
●
●
●

Adults (aged at least 18)
Non-francophones with a minimum A2 level in French
Anyone motivated enough and ready to learn !

Length
600 h in total, full time (4.5 months) and a professional experience of 420h (minimum 3 months, full-time)
Outcomes
“Web and Mobile Developer” degree (Professional certificate recognized by the French Ministry of Labour)

